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Additional rental information: 

 If you wish for your party to be allowed in the museum exhibit areas then the costs are as 
follows:  

 Adults: $7.00  
 Children (ages 12 and under): $3.00  

 Group admission rates available for attendees during regular open hours.  

 Linens, glassware, party supplies, decorations, food and drink, tents etc. have to be 

bought or rented by the guest and can be utilized during their event.  

 Please note that if alcohol is to be served on site the caterer selected would need to have 

their liquor license and we would need a copy of that before the event. If we would need 

to purchase a liquor license that would add additional charges for license and service. 
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Modern Space Gallery Rental 

Available after 6 pm only    ◦    $150 flat rate   ◦   Capacity: 40 seated/70 unseated guests 

Available for use: 

Four Rectangle tables: 

 Two 8ft -- seats 8 guests  

 Two 6ft -- seats 6 guests  

Six round tables (60in) -- seats 6 guests each 

Four high top rounds (32 in)  

25 classroom metal chairs, 20 maroon padded chairs, 25 brown metal chairs  

If you do not prefer the floorplan for the room you are renting, schedule a business tour for free 

today! We can discuss an arrangement* to suit the needs of your event. *This applies only to 

exhibits, furniture, and/or any furnishings that can be temporarily moved. 
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Outdoor Rentals 

 Only the north and southwest lawns and parking lot are included in the outdoor rental of the 

museum grounds. 

 Renter may arrange outdoor toilets at own expense. Indoor restrooms are available only during 

regular museum hours. 

 Please note if alcohol is to be served on site, the caterer selected would need to have a copy of 

their liquor license shown before the event. If we need to purchase a liquor license it would be at 

an additional charge for license and service. 

 Picnic Pavilion Uncovered Museum 
Grounds 

Price per hour: During 
hours 

$60.00 $35.00 

Price per hour: 
After hours 

$75.00 $50.00 

Electricity Available Unavailable unless prior 
arrangement made 

Capacity 100 guests Up to 500 guests 
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Classroom Rental 

During museum hours: available $25 per hour 

After museum hours: available $35 per hour (can include moon rock room) 

The party room can accommodate up to 16 adults OR 20 children (40 guests total if moon rock 
room is utilized) 

Give your birthday party a space theme!  

Space-themed plates, cups, napkins, and hats: $1.00 per child for set  

Science fair activities: $1.00 per child per activity 

Available for use: 

Four Rectangle tables: 

 Two 8ft -- seats 8 guests  

 Two 6ft -- seats 6 guests  

Six round tables (60in) -- seats 6 guests each 

Four high top rounds (32 in)  

25 classroom metal chairs 
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Astro Theater 

 

The Astro Theater is perfect for presentations, films*, or performances! 

The theater is available for a flat rate of $100 after museum hours from 6 pm-12 am. 
Incorporate the modern space gallery in with your theater event for a total of $225 for 
the evening. 

The theater capacity is 80 people. 

*You must obtain legal permission if you would like to show a copyrighted film. 
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